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Caption: The paper 'histoGraph — A Visualization Tool for Collaborative Analysis of Networks from Historical Social Multimedia Collections' received one of the three best paper awards at the 18th Conference on Information Visualisation (Paris, July 2014).
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BEST PAPER AWARD

The paper ‘histoGraph — A Visualization Tool for Collaborative Analysis of Networks from Historical Social Multimedia Collections’ received one of the three best paper awards at the 18th Conference on Information Visualisation (Paris, July 2014). This paper describes the design and development of histoGraph, an interactive tool for the explorative visualisation and collaborative investigation of historical social networks from multimedia collections. Developed by an interdisciplinary team of computer scientists, historians, HCI researchers and interface designers, the tool aims to support historians in the discovery and historical analysis of relationships between people, places and events. It particularly focuses on the identification and interactive visualisation of social relations from historical photo collections through a combination of automatic analysis and expert-based crowdsourcing.

‘Fascinating paper — great introduction to the humanities/sciences subjective/objective “imagined” dilemma. A useful tool is described which many will find expands their research horizons in the DHs.’